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Abstract

Given an input image from a source domain and a guid-
ance image from a target domain, unsupervised many-to-
many image-to-image (UMMI2I) translation methods seek
to generate a plausible example from the target domain that
preserves domain-invariant information of the input source
image and inherits the domain-specific information from
the guidance image. For example, when translating female
faces to male faces, the generated male face should have
the same expression, pose and hair color as the input female
image, and the same facial hairstyle and other male-specific
attributes as the guidance male image. Current state-of-
the art UMMI2I methods generate visually pleasing images,
but, since for most pairs of real datasets we do not know
which attributes are domain-specific and which are domain-
invariant, the semantic correctness of existing approaches
has not been quantitatively evaluated yet. In this paper, we
propose a set of benchmarks and metrics for the evaluation
of semantic correctness of these methods. We provide an
extensive study of existing state-of-the-art UMMI2I trans-
lation methods, showing that all methods, to different de-
grees, fail to infer which attributes are domain-specific and
which are domain-invariant from data, and mostly rely on
inductive biases hard-coded into their architectures. Our
code can be found at https://github.com/dbash/umi2i_
correctness.

1. Introduction
Unsupervised image-to-image translation aims to map

an input image from a source domain to a target domain
so that the output looks like a valid example of the target
domain while preserving the semantics of the input image,
given only two sets of source and target images and no
supervision. First attempts at the unsupervised image-to-
image translation [40, 25, 18, 36, 12] assumed one-to-one
relation between the domains, meaning that for each image
in the source domain there exists exactly one corresponding
image in the target domain. Unfortunately, this assump-
tion does not hold for most applications, as in most cases

Figure 1. Given an input image from source domain and a guid-
ance image from target domain (e.g. male and female photos), un-
supervised many-to-many image translation (UMMI2I) methods
aim to generate a new image from the target domain with factors
varied in both domains (such as pose, facial expression, hair and
skin color, etc.) taken from the input image, while the factors that
varied only in the target domain (such as facial hairstyle) taken
from the guidance image. We show that current SotA UMMI2I
methods fail to infer which attributes are domain-specific and
which are domain-invariant from data. For example, StarGANv2
[4] on the CelebaHQ [22] dataset, falsely considers hair color a
domain-specific variation and ignores the domain-specific facial
hair factor from the guidance image in the top row. We introduce
a set of metrics for evaluation of semantic correctness in UMMI2I
translation and provide an analysis of current SotA methods.

there are multiple images in the target domain correspond-
ing to each example in the source domain. This makes the
problem ill-posed and results in unreliable translation and
unpredictable behaviour on the new unseen examples from
the source domain.

One natural solution to this problem is to consider many-
to-many mappings [14, 28, 2, 23], in which case the trans-
lation is guided by an example from the target domain that
specifies domain-specific factors of the generated target im-
age. For example, when an image of a female face is trans-
lated to the male domain, it is not clear whether the trans-
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Figure 2. Overview of the common approach to disentanglement in the UMMI2I translation. Given an input image from the source domain
and a guidance example from the target domain, the UMMI2I method produce an image from target domain containing content information
from the input image and domain-specific attributes (e.g. facial hair) from the guidance example. A common approach to UMMI2I is to
encode images to the domain-specific and domain-invariant embedding spaces. All source examples were taken from CelebaHQ [22]
dataset; the translation examples are generated with StarGANv2 [4] (best viewed in color).

lation result should have a beard or not. In the one-to-one
setting, the model would either chose the most likely facial
hair option or rely on some unrelated property of the in-
put image (e.g. the intensity of the top-left pixel) to make
this decision. In the many-to-many setting, however, the
information about the desired facial hairstyle is taken from
a guidance image from the target domain. The resulting
translation problem for a given pair of input and guidance
images has a single correct solution, and therefore lets us
reason about the correctness of translation models. Measur-
ing which architecture choices yield semantically correct
UMMI2I translations, i.e. provide better disentanglement
of domain-specific and domain-invariant factors of varia-
tion, is crucial, yet the majority of current state-of-the-art
UMMI2I translation methods [14, 2, 23] are evaluated using
only Frechet inception distance (FID) [10], learned percep-
tual similarity (LPIPS) [39] and other metrics that measure
diversity and realism, and do not take the disentanglement
quality into consideration. Unfortunately, existing disen-
tanglement metrics proposed in the representation learning
literature [16, 11, 17, 7, 3, 21, 6] are not suitable for eval-
uation of UMMI2I translation either, since they study the
quality of disentanglement of latent embeddings, not gener-
ated images, and were designed for single-domain disentan-
glement, therefore not taking into account which variations
are shared and which are domain-specific.

In this paper, we propose a new, data-driven approach for
evaluation of unsupervised cross-domain disentanglement
quality in UMMI2I methods. We designed three evalua-

tion protocols based on the synthetic 3D Shapes [17] dataset
(originally designed for evaluation of single-domain disen-
tanglement), a more challenging synthetic SynAction [33]
pose dataset, and a widely used CelebA [27] dataset of
faces.
1. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to propose
a set of metrics for evaluation of the semantic correctness
of UMMI2I translation. Our metrics evaluate how well the
shared attributes are preserved, how reliably the domain-
specific attributes are manipulated, whether the translation
result is a valid example of the target domain and whether
the network collapsed to producing the same most frequent
attribute values.
2. We create three evaluation protocols based on 3D-
Shapes, SynAction and CelebA datasets, and measure
disentanglement quality of the current state-of-the-art
UMMI2I translation methods on them.
3. We show that for all tested methods there is a clear trade-
off between content preservation and manipulation of the
domain-specific variations, leading to subpar performance
on at least one dataset. More specifically, all methods we
tested poorly manipulated attributes associated with adding
or changing certain parts of the objects (e.g. facial hair or
smile) and AdaIN-based [13] methods showed an inductive
bias towards treating spatial attributes, such as poses and
position of objects in the scene, as the domain-invariant fac-
tors, and colors and textures as the domain-specific sources
of variation, irrespective of which attributes were actually
shared between domains and which are domain-specific.
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2. Related Work

2.1. Many-to-Many Image Translation Methods

Style transfer. Perhaps one of the first steps towards pro-
ducing diverse translation results using deep neural net-
works was the development of neural style transfer meth-
ods [8, 34, 9, 35, 15, 38, 20]. Conventionally, these meth-
ods perform texture transfer by matching the statistics of
output features of the input image at a particular layer of a
pretrained CNN with those of the guidance image. While
style transfer methods show remarkable results in gener-
ating artistically stylized images, they are not suitable for
general-purpose UMMI2I, because they, effectively, always
treat texture and color palette as domain-specific attributes,
which is often not sufficient to minimize the domain shift
and does not guarantee content preservation.

Embedding reconstruction. Another line of work applied
reconstruction losses to latent embeddings for disentangle-
ment of domain-specific and shared information. For ex-
ample, Almahairi et al. [2] proposed an augmented ver-
sion of CycleGAN [40] with two additional domain-specific
encoders. The disentanglement is enforced by the recon-
struction loss on latent representations of pairs of source
and target examples from the corresponding translation re-
sults. The disentanglement strategy introduced in DRIT
[23], DRIT++ [24] and DMIT [37], involves encoding im-
ages from both domains to the shared latent space (content
space) in addition to the domain-specific encoding. Addi-
tionally, those methods share part of the weights of the con-
tent encoders and have an additional content discriminator
to force the disentanglement of the shared attributes.

AdaIN-based manipulation. Other UMMI2I translation
methods, such as MUNIT [14], FUNIT [26] for few-shot
translation, EGSC-IT [28] and StarGANv2 [4], used the
Adaptive Instance Normalization (AdaIN) [13] to alter the
intermediate representation of a generator with “global”
(shared across all spatial locations) shift and scale param-
eters extracted from a guidance example. The AdaIN was
originally used for style transfer, thus those methods share
an assumption that the domain-specific factors of variation
lie within texture and color variation. In addition to the
AdaIN-based manipulation, these methods use separate en-
coders for the domain-specific information and fully or par-
tially shared encoders for the domain-invariant information
and reconstruction losses for the latent representations.

Domain-specific vs style attributes. Contrary to prior
work [14], we prefer the term “domain-specific attribute”
over “style attribute” to mentally distinguish the task from
neural style transfer and highlight that in most applications
domain-specific factors go beyond the variation in color
palette and texture. We still use “content” and “shared at-
tribute” as a shorthand for “domain-invariant factor”.

2.2. Translation and disentanglement metrics

Realism metrics. The metrics commonly used for the eval-
uation of the UMMI2I methods include Inception score (IS)
[31] and Frechet Inception score (FID) [10] that measure
the similarity between the distributions of the translated im-
ages and the target domain, and learned perceptual similar-
ity score (LPIPS) [31] that measures their visual diversity.
Neither of these metrics reflects whether domain-specific
attributes were taken from the guidance image and whether
shared attributes were correctly preserved.

Disentanglement metrics. The many-to-many image
translation task combines unsupervised disentanglement
with pixel-level domain adaptation. Metrics for measuring
the quality of unsupervised disentanglement have been ex-
tensively explored in the recent literature on representation
learning [16, 11, 17, 7, 3, 21, 6]. Perhaps the closest evalua-
tion protocols to ours were used to measure the performance
of FactorVAE [17], β-VAE [11] and by Eastwood et al. [7]
that used toy data with known generative factors along with
the learned factor regressor to infer the target factors from
the latent embedding and comparing these predictions to
the expected values. Directly inferring the generative fac-
tors from the latent representations, however, can be insuffi-
cient for evaluation of disentanglement in the UMMI2I task
since the disentanglement in the latent space does not guar-
antee that the translation result is also disentangled. Ad-
ditionally, these metrics were developed for single-domain
disentanglement of individual factors of variation and are
not directly suitable for the evaluation of disentanglement
of two groups of factors from each other (shared factors
from domain-specific ones). In this paper, we extend this
attribute regression-based approach to unsupervised cross-
domain many-to-many translation.

Human evaluation. For the majority of the datasets used
for unsupervised image translation, it might not be imme-
diately obvious which sources of variation are shared and
which are domain-specific from visual inspection of sev-
eral images alone. Therefore, it is often unclear what the
semantically correct translation should look like from vi-
sual inspection of image inputs. This makes it difficult -
if not impossible - to instruct human subjects to identify a
semantically incorrect translation without clear instructions
on which attributes to compare across which domains, re-
sulting in subjects evaluating realism, diversity, and quality
of texture transfer, and not the semantic correctness. On
the other hand, if we use a controlled dataset with known
attribute variations and explicitly instruct the subjects on
which attributes are supposed to be transferred from the
content or guidance image, it is possible to infer the dis-
entanglement quality from their responses. If we have a re-
liable regression model for these attributes, then this evalua-
tion pipeline can be fully-automated, which is exactly what
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Figure 3. Left: Overview of the disentanglement dataset construction process. Given a dataset of images with some ground truth attribute
annotation, we first choose a domain-splitting attribute (e.g. gender); then we choose two non-overlapping sets of the domain-specific
attributes (e.g. facial hairstyle for male domain and hair color for female domain); we filter the original datasets so that the domain-specific
attributes are varied only in one of the domains (e.g. only kept male photos with black hair). The resulting domains have known domain-
specific attributes (hair color vs facial hairstyle) and shared attributes (everything else). Right: To evaluate the disentanglement of the
translation example, we compare predicted attribute of the generated images with those of the perfectly disentangled result. The perfectly
disentangled translation result has the same content attributes values as the input image, the target domain-specific attributes same as in the
guidance image, and the correct values of the fixed attributes (domain-splitting attribute and the opposite domain-specific attributes).

we propose in this paper. In Section 6, we report results of
a user study that indeed matches our automatic evaluation
up to the annotator labeling error.

2.3. Limitations shared with prior work

Our evaluation protocol shares some limitations with the
existing label-based disentanglement evaluation protocols
described above, including being limited to datasets with at-
tribute annotations and only focusing on attributes labeled
by humans as “semantic” introducing some subjectivity. On
the other hand, if a specific attribute that is important for a
particular application is not properly disentangled, and it is
not reflected by our label-based metric because this relevant
attribute is not labeled in the data, we can either manually
label that attribute or, at the very least, label pairs of im-
ages as having correct or wrong attribute transfer, and use it
for evaluation. This suggests that, while possibly inevitably
subjective, our label-based protocol can be applied in all
cases in which human annotators are capable of, at the very
least, labeling pairs of images as having same or different
values for the most important attributes - which covers the
absolute majority of useful practical applications.

3. Problem statement
Consider a set of images A = {ai}NA

i=1 from the source
domain A, and a set of images B = {bi}NB

i=1 from the tar-
get domain B. The main assumption about A and B is that

images in these domains share some semantic structure but
differ visually, i.e. daytime vs nighttime photos, CCTV vs
front-facing videos, etc. Moreover, we assume that each do-
main has some domain-specific factors of variations that are
either entirely absent or do not vary in the other domain, e.g.
we can assume that beards and mustache are entirely absent
in the female domain. According to the definition provided
in MUNIT [14] and later used in other UMMI2I methods,
the task of unsupervised many-to-many (also referred to as
multimodal) image translation (UMMI2I) is to learn two
mappings MA2B : A,B → B and MB2A : B,A → A
that produce images from the target domain with shared fac-
tors matching the input image from the source domain and
domain-specific factors matching the guidance image from
the target domain. For example, assume that females (do-
main A) in our dataset have variable amount of makeup, and
males (domain B) have variable amount of facial hair, and
face expression and orientation vary in both. In this case,
the correct MA2B(a, b) should be a male face with face ex-
pression and orientation as in the input female image a and
facial hair as in the male guidance image b, and should not
be affected by the amount of makeup in a. The degree to
which the learned mappings satisfy the UMMI2I definition
can by measured by computing the fraction of attributes that
were correctly taken from respective images. In the next
section we propose a set of metrics that factor the overall
attribute correctness into several metrics that shed light on
specific failure modes of different methods.
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4. Proposed Evaluation Protocol
In this section, we describe proposed evaluation proto-

col for the UMMI2I problem defined in Section 3. It com-
prises two stages: construction of dataset pairs with known
dataset-specific and invariant attributes, and estimation of
the disentanglement quality on these datasets.

Dataset construction. We assume that the factors of vari-
ation of a given dataset can be approximated by a finite
set of attributes. Unfortunately, the majority of in-the-wild
image-to-image translation datasets (horses2zebras, win-
ter2summer) have no attribute-level annotations beyond do-
main labels, so it is impossible to quantitatively measure
the disentanglement quality using these datasets. For this
reason, we propose to take existing complex single-domain
datasets such as CelebA [27], 3D-Shapes [17] and SynAc-
tion [33], and split each of them into two domains in a way
that ensures that domain-specific and domain-invariant at-
tributes are known by design. The overall idea is to choose
two sets of attributes that vary in each domain and filter
the original single-domain dataset accordingly (see Figure
3). More formally, we consider a single labeled dataset
D = {(x(i),y(i)}Ni of N images x with M labeled at-
tributes y = (y1, . . . , yM ).

We split attribute indices Z = (1, . . . ,M) into four
non-intersecting groups: a single domain-splitting attribute
zd that is constant within each datasets, but differs across
datasets, e.g. gender, a set of domain-invariant attributes
Zc that vary in both datasets, and two sets of domain-
specific attributes ZA

s and ZB
s that vary only in respective

datasets and are fixed in the other dataset:

Z = {zd} � Zc � ZA
s � ZB

s . (1)

By definition, domain-specific attributes must be fixed in
one domain and vary in the other, and the domain-splitting
attribute should be fixed in both domains, so in order to fully
specify the dataset, we also need to pick fixed values qA, qB

for the domain-splitting attribute, and values {tAk }k∈ZB
s

and
{tBk }k∈ZA

s
for domain-specific attributes in the domain in

which these attributes are fixed. This way, the final dataset
split can be fully specified as follows:

A = {x |(yzd = qA) ∧ (yk = tAk ), k ∈ ZB
s , (x,y) ∈ D},

B = {x |(yzd = qB) ∧ (yk = tBk ), k ∈ ZA
s , (x,y) ∈ D}.

As a result, we can use the subsets A and B as a pair of
domains to measure the UMMI2I disentanglement, since
their domain-specific attributes ZA

s and ZB
s and shared at-

tributes Zc are known by design. Therefore, an ideal many-
to-many image translation network MA2B trained on a pair
of datasets A,B and applied to an input image a ∈ A and
a guidance image b ∈ B with ground truth attribute vec-
tors ya,yb should yield an image MA2B(a, b) ∈ B with

an attribute vector matching an correct attribute vector y∗

defined as:

y∗k = yak · �[k ∈ Zc] + ybk · �[k ∈ ZB
s ]+

+ tBk · �[k ∈ ZA
s ] + qB · �[k = zd]. (2)

The correct attribute vector for translation in the opposite
direction (MB2A(b, a) ∈ A) is defined analogously.

Computing disentanglement metrics. We start by pre-
dicting the attribute vector of the generated image using a
pre-trained attribute regression network R(x) as ŷ(a, b) =
R(MA2B(a, b)). In practice, unless stated otherwise, to
take into account the error of attribute prediction by R, we
compute the perfect disentanglement attributes y∗ using at-
tributes of input images a and b predicted by R. In all exper-
iments, we use CNN-based predictors. A simple agreement
metric between ŷ and y∗ fails to differentiate several impor-
tant failure modes, namely: always generating the input im-
age, or the guidance image, or always generating the same
most frequent set of attributes and ignoring input images
(i.e. mode collapse). To differentiate these failure modes,
we introduce following metrics:
1. The overall translation quality measures whether the
translation result semantically belongs to the target domain,
but not the visual quality of generated images. It equals to
the average probability of the translated image to have the
corresponding fixed attribute values of the target domain
given that the original input image had different attribute
values:

QA2B
tr = Ek P(ŷk = y∗k | yak �= ybk), k ∼ ZA

s ∪ {zd} (3)

2. In order to estimate the quality of preservation of shared
attributes, we measures the average probability of a shared
attribute to be preserved after translation to the target do-
main given that input images had different values of this
attribute:

DA2B
c = Ek P(ŷk = yka | yka �= ykb ), k ∼ Zc (4)

3. We measure the quality of transfer of domain-specific
attributes similarly:

DA2B
s = Ek P(ŷk = ykb | yka �= ykb ), k ∼ ZB

s

4. Additionally, we can estimate the model bias for certain
attributes by computing how likely the translation changes
an attribute given that it is same for both input and guidance
images:

B = Ek P(ŷk �= y∗k | yka = ykb ), k ∼ Z (5)

Bias metric B, which is the probability of the attribute
to change if it was same for both the input and guidance
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image, can be high only in two cases: 1) if a mode col-
lapse appeared and the results are biased towards certain
attribute values or 2) if the error of the attribute predic-
tion is high on the translated images. We consider attribute
predictions for high-bias translations that did not collapse
to be low-confidence and report them in gray in tables.
These results cannot be used to judge about the disentan-
glement quality. We also report the average content score
Dc = 1

2 (D
A2B
c + DB2A

c )/2 and overall disentanglement
quality D = 1

4 (D
A2B
s +DB2A

s +DA2B
c +DB2A

c ).

5. Experiments

Disentanglement datasets. We modified 3D-Shapes [17],
SynAction [33] and CelebA [27] to quantitatively evaluate
UMMI2I correctness as described above. We note that most
attributes can be grouped into one of three kinds: 1) color
and texture; 2) shape and position; 3) presence and absence
of objects. We split our attributes in a way that tests various
kinds of attributes as domain-specific and domain-invariant,
and recommend future researchers to follow the same prin-
ciple on new datasets. Precise specifications of attribute
splits used in each dataset, and values used for fixed at-
tributes in other domains can be found in supplementary
Section 8.1 and Table 3. At a high level: 1) CelebA-D
(Fig. 6) uses males with black hair and variable amount of
facial hair, and smiling young females with variable hair
color as two domains - we opted for this specific split in-
stead of the usual male-female split to have distinct domain-
specific attributes of different kinds to each domain (color
of hair in one, presence of beards in the other) while keeping
domains large enough - there are, unfortunately, not many
females in CelebA that are not young and conventionally at-
tractive; 2) Shapes-3D (Fig. 7) contains 3D renders of one
of four shapes in one of ten colors in both dataset, with floor
and wall color variations in one domain, and size and view
angle variation in the other domain; 3) SynAction (Fig. 8)
contains 3D renders of humans in different poses with back-
ground texture variations in one domain and clothing and
identity variations in the other.

Automatic evaluation. We present our results on the three
disentanglement datasets described above for Augmented
CycleGAN [2], DRIT++ [24], FUNIT [26], MUNIT [14],
and StarGANv2 [4]. Additionally, we noticed that the orig-
inal implementation of MUNIT performs poorly when a the
domain-specific embedding is taken from the real guidance
image and not sampled randomly. We fixed this issue by
adding the domain-specific embedding reconstruction loss
and GAN loss for the non-random embedding and reported
these results under the name “MUNITX”. For all meth-
ods, we used the official implementations and default hy-
perparameters. To provide a sense of scale, we added four
“naive” baselines: “Random triplets” corresponds to a gen-

Model Qtr ↑ D ↑ DA2B
s ↑ DB2A

s ↑ Dc ↑ B ↓
DRIT++ [24] 87.8 45.2 49.1 25.1 53.3 12.8
MUNIT [14] 79.7 44.2 43.0 21.5 56.2 11.1
MUNITX 81.4 47.4 66.3 20.9 51.2 12.3
FUNIT [26] 92.1 39.1 31.6 31.4 46.7 16.0
AugCycleGAN [2] 90.9 42.1 38.5 41.3 44.2 14.8
StarGANv2 [4] 94.4 50.0 80.1 24.7 47.7 12.2

Rand. triplets 72.4 37.5 29.5 20.8 49.9 20.5
Rand. target 96.0 41.6 42.3 37.3 43.4 18.4
Content idt 0.0 50.0 0.0 0.0 100.0 0.0
Guidance idt 96.0 50.0 100.0 100.0 0.0 0.0

Table 1. UMMI2I disentanglement metrics on CelebA-D subset.
The bottom part contains the results on the “naive” baselines de-
scribed in Section 5. Gray indicates low confidence in the corre-
sponding disentanglement scores.

erator that produces a completely random realistic output
image from random domain, “Random target” - random re-
alistic output image from the correct domain, “Content idt”
- always producing the input (content) image, and “Guid-
ance idt” - always producing the guidance image. We report
full lists of attributes, description of the attribute prediction
models architectures and reference performance (Fig. 14-
16), per-attribute disentanglement performance, and more
qualitative translation examples (Fig. 9-13) in the supple-
mentary.

User study. We ran a blind user study on a random subset of
3D-Shapes asking people to label triplets images as having
same or different attribute values (Fig. 17). We used human
responses to these questions instead of predicted attribute
values to estimate proposed metrics. Most annotated pairs
had one generated and one real image, but a small fraction
had two real images with known attributes to estimate the
annotation error rate. We described our motivation for this
rigid human evaluation protocol in favour of generic “does
x look like a combined with b?” in Section 2.2.

6. Results
Results in Tables 1 and 2 as well as the per-attribute re-

sults (supplementary Section 8.3) indicate the following:
1. AdaIN-based methods (MUNIT, MUNITX, FUNIT and
StarGANv2) tend to treat color- and texture- related in-
formation as domain-specific factors, even if these factors
are actually domain-invariant and should be preserved, and
fail to capture spatially localized domain-specific factors.
For example, MUNITX and StarGANv2 perform hair color
(domain-specific) change correctly with more than a 80%
accuracy on average in Celeb-A, and were able to correctly
change the wall and floor hue (domain-specific) in Shapes-
3D, and MUNITX correctly changed the identity and back-
ground (domain-specific) in SynAction. But on Shapes-3D,
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Figure 4. Examples of M→F (top) and F→M (bottom) translations on the proposed CelebA-D subset. A correct translation should have
domain-specific attributes of the guidance image (hair color in the top two lines; facial hair, smile and age in the bottom two lines), and the
rest of attributes (facial features, orientation, etc.) from the input image. More examples can be found in Figures 9-11 in supplementary.

these methods changed the object hue (domain-invariant)
that should have been preserved, failed to correctly change
the smile with the accuracy 34% and 22% respectively, or
add a correct facial hairstyle (below 28% and 16.6%). Also,
MUNITX failed to apply the background texture in correct
spatial location on SynAction (see Figure 5).
2. Non-AdaIN-based methods (DRIT++, AugCycleGAN)
preserved all domain-invariant attributes better across all
experiments (e.g. correctly preserves eyeglasses (82%) and
hats (81%) from the content image compared to MUNITX’s
54% and 57% respectively), but performed poorly in trans-
ferring any domain-specific information including color-
and texture- based attributes with the average accuracy of
hair color change ≈ 33% and accuracy of correct wall and
floor hue change on 3D-Shapes below 16%.
3. All methods preserved domain-invariant spatial informa-
tion well, such as head orientation in CelebA or body pose
in SynAction, with the translation pose being closer to that
of the input image than the guidance image >91% of cases
(except FUNIT and AugCycleGAN - see below). The best
models in this aspect are MUNIT and MUNITX (98% and
76% on CelebA and SynAction respectively).
4. On all three datasets FUNIT experiments resulted in
moderate to severe mode-collapse, resulting in low correct-
ness and high bias scores. Low visual fidelity of images
generated by AugCycleGAN prevented reliable automatic
evaluation (metrics reported in gray in all tables).
5. The user study reported in Table 9 in supplementary, re-
sulted in same trends as the automatic evaluation reported

in the main paper (Table 2), confirming that the discrepancy
between automatic and human evaluation comes from hu-
man annotation error (observed human error rate <10%).

More qualitative results for all methods on all datasets
can be found in supplementary Figures 9-13. Overall,
all methods performed well in preserving spatial domain-
invariant features, and some performed better then others in
transferring global textures and colors, but no single method
was able to perform well across all three kinds of domain-
specific and global domain-invariant factors of variation.

7. Conclusion
We believe that one can only improve upon the aspects of

the model that can be quantitatively evaluated, and our work
provides a much needed way to measure the semantic cor-
rectness of UMMI2I translation. In this paper, we formal-
ized the notion of semantic correctness of image translation
in terms of shared and domain-specific attributes and pro-
posed three protocols for the evaluation of UMMI2I meth-
ods. The results of five SotA UMMI2I translation meth-
ods show that all methods, to different degrees, fail to infer
which attributes are domain-specific and which are domain-
invariant from data, and mostly rely on inductive biases
hard-coded into their architectures. Consequently, these
methods perform well only on a very limited range of ap-
plications that match their inductive biases. We conclude
that more effort should be made to create UMMI2I methods
that enable actual data-driven disentanglement of domain-
specific and shared factors of variation.
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Figure 5. Illustration of UMMI2I translation results on 3D-Shapes (top) and SynAction (bottom) subsets. Domain-specific attributes in
3D-Shapes are wall and floor color (A) / size and view angle (B), and in SynAction are background texture (A) / clothing and identity (B)

Model 3D Shapes SynAction

Qtr ↑ D ↑ DA2B
s ↑ DB2A

s ↑ Dc ↑ B ↓ Qtr ↑ D ↑ DA2B
s ↑ DB2A

s ↑ Dc ↑ B ↓
DRIT++ 93.5 32.7 10.5 14.9 52.6 43.746 89.6 55.7 27.3 12.4 91.6 25.7
MUNIT 94.9 68.1 76.3 99.7 48.1 5.12 86.8 66.9 52.2 19.0 98.2 23.8
MUNITX 92.9 33.2 18.6 10.2 52.0 38.2 92.1 69.4 58.3 23.7 97.9 20.5
FUNIT 25.0 14.6 18.2 5.39 17.4 66.5 37.4 27.1 6.79 0.5 50.9 15.2
AugCycleGAN 50.2 16.5 14.8 10.0 20.6 63.6 99.9 37.6 14.2 36.2 50.0 33.3
StarGANv2 95.9 29.0 10.3 89.2 8.28 26.0 96.8 31.3 17.6 8.69 49.6 33.1

Rand. triplets 54.7 11.7 7.77 4.55 17.4 59.4 49.9 28.0 5.85 6.31 50.0 36.5
Rand. target 99.9 14.9 13.5 10.1 18.0 49.5 99.9 30.9 11.1 12.7 50.0 18.0
Content idt 0.0 50.0 0.0 0.0 100.0 0.0 0.0 50.0 0.0 0.0 100 0.0
Guidance idt 99.8 50.0 100.0 100.0 0.0 0.0 99.8 50.0 100 100 0.0 0.0

Table 2. The UMMI2I disentanglement evaluation metrics on 3D-Shapes and SynAction. The notation is consistent with in Table 1.
AdaIN-based methods tend to treat color and texture-based attributes as domain-specific even if they are domain-invariant, while non-
AdaIN methods preserve domain-invariant attributes better, but fail to modify color and texture even if they are domain-specific attributes.
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